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“ROCK AND ROLL, BIG WHEEL!” :
WESTERN CANADA BY TRAIN AND COACH
July 28 – August 10, 2019
Forty-five years ago, I had lived and worked in Edmonton, in the Western Prairies. I have many
fond memories, especially in summer when the climate was ideal and the scenery around
Edmonton very pleasant. Winter however was something very different, and was the reason why
I finally left.
A few years later I returned to teach a summer session at the University of Alberta, where I had
the challenging task of teaching a class comprising radicalised American draft dodgers, who
believed in the de-schooling doctrine of Paolo Friere, how to teach within the school system.
Another lifechanging challenge was to participate in a First Nation sweat lodge ceremony.
Another challenge was my experience of Canadian officialdom: it was as calm and rational,
compared to Australia (this was before the days of neoliberal PM Stephen Harper).
So the prospect of returning purely as a tourist was appealing, to see if, and by how much, things
may have changed.
We start badly. During the flight from Sydney I was awaked from a deep sleep by two
neighbouring passengers talking loudly: I protested a trifle louder than they. They had the grace
to stop. But the damage had been done; no sleep thereafter resulting in the worst jet lag I have
ever had, lasting nearly 2 weeks. Next morning in Vancouver a dark blanket envelops me,
demanding instant sleep that doesn’t happen.
Vancouver
Vancouver, in summer, is a most attractive city. Prices generally are high and continued to be
so throughout the trip, thanks to a GST of 15%, and in hospitality a
demand for a tip of 10 to 15%. Real estate is through the roof, median
price of homes around $1 million.
We meet some Chinese friends who look after us very well. They take us
up Grouse Mountain, where I had been years previously but almost
entirely forgotten. It has stupendous views over Vancouver but is now
very touristy. A country and western singer stands by the top entrance of
the cable car and singing of jail, railroads and suchlike: a genre that is to
serve as background music in most of Western Canada. Next to Lynn
Canyon with its own suspension bridge and a good walk: as good as the
more famous Capilano and its famous suspension bridge.
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Our tour begins with a welcome dinner. It starts
with a 75 minute “introduction” by our tour
Director, Russ, a superfast talking Albertan,
while we sit increasingly hungry. Russ is to talk
us through the next 18 days, at even higher
speed. Russ was very efficient with organising
complex negotiations, luggage handling,
orchestrating the different options we were
faced with, but his torrent of words, laced with
western Canadian humour didn’t quite gel with
us Australians. “Rock and roll, Big Wheel” is his
usual instruction to Bernie, our superb driver, to
get going. To call us together he would holla “Kittens!” to
which we objected strongly, to his disappointed surprise. This
folksy jargon sets the tone for his spiels, delivered in a fast
flowing torrent of words that dip into a string of topics, mostly
about the scenery and local history, but also including quite
personal aspects of Russ’s adventurous life. A cultural
difference here I think.
Next day is a bus tour of Vancouver. At Granville Island, once a slum now a trendy market, we
are greeted by a set of painted silos. Chinatown grew up in the late 1800s for many Chinese
immigrants who had sought jobs in the lumber industries and on the Canadian
Pacific Railway. In 1903, Chang Toy, who began as a labourer and eventually
became a wealthy businessman, purchased the land at the corner of Carrall
and Pender Streets but the local council widened Pender Street, expropriating
24 feet of Chang Toy’s land, leaving Toy with only a 6 foot wide plot of land.
To spite the city, and to win a
$10,000 bet, Toy had a freestanding 6 feet wide building
designed. Gastown is named after
Gassy Jack who opened the first saloon there, today it
is very trendy and famous for its steam driven clock.
Then Stanley Park, where we pile
off the bus to see totem poles
amongst other things. Instead Russ
tells us at length about totem poles
and the sharing of food ceremonially in a potlatch … we decide we’d rather
see rather than hear about totem poles, if not potlatches, so we detach from
the group to see them, and what looks awfully l like a bowdlerised pinch from
Copenhagen and the Lions Gate bridge, which looks like another pinch from
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further south, which straddling Burrard Inlet connecting Vancouver with North Vancouver and
northern BC.
Canadian Railways and the Rocky Mountaineer
We are to travel from Vancouver to Banff on the
celebrated Rocky Mountaineer, which travels on the
Canadian Pacific track, the southern route along first
the Fraser River through the Rockies to the far East of
Canada and a bit of USA.
The Canadian National line runs parallel to the CP on the northern side of the Fraser and later the
Thompson and South Thompson Rivers and likewise ends in the East. Today both CP and CN are
mostly freight with few passengers. The trains are very long, around a mile, about 16 a day, which
has the crucial advantage of keeping large trucks off the roads, and
making transportation more efficient, cheaper and far less
polluting, whereas in Australian trucks bully major highways,
cause numerous accidents pollution and other problems. Yet
another example of Australian lack of vision in infrastructure: we
came across plenty of other examples of our lack of vision.
In 1867 the USA bought Alaska from Russia for $7 million, despite
Britain offering $12 million – but as the Russians didn’t like Britain
at that time, the US bid won. That meant that the US owned the
North part of the West coast of North America, and the South only
up to the 49th parallel. Accordingly, they had their eye on that bit
in between, what is now British Columbia. The US wanted to annex that part before the Brits did.
However, John A McDonald, the first Canadian Prime Minister, decided he could finesse the
Americans who were busy recovering from their Civil War, by building a railway line from Eastern
Canada to the Western Coast, thus making Canada one nation from East to West. Building the
railway was difficult, particularly the last section over the Rockies, but it was managed with the
help of tens of thousands of Chinese coolies left behind after the Klondike Gold Rush had finished.
The work was supervised and necessarily part financed ironically by rich American citizen William
van Horne, whose statue stands proudly in the courtyard of the Banff Springs hotel. His desire
to finance the cross Canada railway, thus allowing the
Canada to stretch from the Atlantic to the Pacific and
isolating Alaska from the rest of the United States,
thus seems to have exceeded his patriotism. Yet the
Americans thought highly of him.
The Rocky Mountaineer with a panoramic upper level
coach is a luxury tourist train that uses CP’s southern
line that takes us from Vancouver, through the
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spectacular Fraser Canyon, to Banff. But back to our train, which has unlimited and good wines,
fabulous food, and an excellent crew who fed us and gave great commentaries on the places we
pass through, but the scenery itself says it all.
Kamloops, a town set in semidesert and 34o heat, is in
real cowboy country, hot at 34 degrees, tanklike SUVs
blaring through the wide main street, country and
western cranked out everywhere. We spent a night
struggling with that ubiquitous dilemma in modern
hotels. The bed has a sheet and a very thick doona. One
gets extremely hot under the doona, so the aircon has to
be very cold. So when oldies have perforce to get up in
the night your wet pyjamas freeze onto your body. But if
you switch to a warm room temperature and discard the
doona, under the sheet is too cold.
A few miles out of Kamloops is Walhachin (which means
"Land of the Round Rock") in the center of British
Columbia's dry belt with an average annual rainfall of less
than 20 cm. In 1907 American entrepreneur Barnes
fantasised thousands of acres of lush orchards and an
elegant community of gentlemen farmers, primarily
members of the English upper-classes. He printed a thirty page pamphlet in which the name
Walhachin was interpreted to mean "Bountiful Valley". Many people were so impressed they
bought the property sight unseen: the Canadian government allowed them to bring in their
personal effects without paying duty. But orchards need water, so the residents built a wooden
flume to carry water down the mountainside to irrigation ditches. However, the dream of
Walhachin failed not because of water shortage but because many of the British residents signed
up for WW1 to fight for their country and either were killed or stayed in England. By 1922 the
last resident of Walhachin had left.
The scenery switched from industrial on the outskirts of Vancouver to dramatic canyons with
rushing water, to the sort of desert cowboys love, and then the Rockies loomed into sight, a
different kind of dramatic scenery all the way to Banff.
Banff
Summer or winter Banff town is one of Canada’s popular resort towns, with lots of interesting
places in the vicinity but we have only two days. First we check in at the Banff Springs hotel, at
the confluence of the Spray and he Bow rivers. The hotel opened in 1888 by the Canadian Pacific
Railway, one of the earliest of Canada's grand railway hotels. William van Horne’s statue stands
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proudly in the forecourt because he was responsible for getting
the CP railway finished. The town itself is attractive with
Sulphur Mtn looming at the end of the main street.
We are taken to see the sights around Banff. Our driver is
Ronnie, who in a loud half-sung, half-shouted commentary
shares her enthusiasm for the environment and the animals. At
one point she jammed on the brakes and yelled at a guy who
was feeding grass to a mountain sheep. He stopped but she said “I know he’ll start feeding it
again soon as I drive away.” Looking back we see that she is right. She explains how deadly it is
to get wild animals to rely on human hand feeding. Cute
though it is, come winter when fodder is covered with snow
and no people to feed them, they die.
The discovery of hot sulphurated water springs led to the
belief that soaking yourself in them was very good for you.
Very good for business anyway, until the empirical evidence
suggested otherwise. Now it has become a museum, of mild
interest.
Next we visit lovely Lake Minnewanka. On the way back Ronnie screeches to a stop: “Caribou
right!” she shouts. Sure enough there is. Then up by the ubiquitous cable car (but NIMBY) to
Sulphur Mountain with splendid views back to Banff and our hotel, and close up a squirrel who
have learned to pose for photographs. A meteorologist called Norman Sansom climbed Sulphur
Mt at least once a week to the weather station at the summit for 33 years. At his 68th birthday
his admirers held a surprise party at the station, he died 6 months later. The highest peak in the
range at 2,451 m. is named after him. His walking feats are not quite as hard as they seem for
Banff itself is already 1,383 m above.
As we leave Banff we meet a Mountie who tells us stories of the RMCP. In Canada’s west, things
were pretty wild during and after the Klondike gold rush so PM McDonald formed the NW
Mounted Rifles to keep order. But that spooked the US who saw it as an army, so they were
renamed the NW Mounted Police, adding Royal to the name in 1904. West of Manitoba were the
Dominion Police and in 1920 the two police forces merged to become the RCMP. The RCMP looks
after law and order nationally (like our AFP but less politicised), while state and city police forces
see to law and order locally. Mounted mounties only appear ceremonially now.
Johnson Canyon is next, with a beautiful Japanese dog to greet us. A half hour walk
beside the river takes us to the falls. However, it is too crowded to get a good photo
of the falls. It is a lovely spot but the incapacitating crowds sound a warning to
Tasmania: be very careful about trying to get too touristy; it’s a two-edged sword.
As Oscar Wilde said: “Yet each man kills the thing he loves, by all let this be heard.”
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I think he was thinking of the Hodgman Government when he wrote that but by them it hasn’t
been heard.
More animals and then another item of Canadian rationality: an
overbridge passage for animals to cross the highway and fences
guiding them. Other fences guide the animals into tunnels under
the road. We cull them on a grand scale instead: it’s cheaper. On
our way to Lake Louise we stop at beautiful Murrain Lake in Banff
National Park which actually is not a morrain, even if it looks like
one with all those glaciers around, but it’s a massive rockfall.
Whatever, it is very popular with lots of hikes, canoeing and photography to be done.
Lake Louise
Then to Lake Louise famous for its stunning views across the Lake. We see sunset and sunrise
from our window at the
ugly Chateau Lake Louise,
which looks like a
penitentiary. But that’s on
the outside; inside is a
very different matter.
There are so many walks
at Lake Louise but with
only one night we can do little. But guide Jeff Douglas tells us that some years ago he took Eric
Frigon a photographer to the top of Mt. Victoria. Setting out in pitch black at 4 am, with only
helmet lamps, they climbed to the top of Mt Victoria arriving at 6 am at sunrise and this is the
result. They were so pleased with it, and so was the management of Chateau Lake Louise, that
they made a post card of it and put one in each room for guests to take. Unfortunately scanning
the card gave a slight grainy effect but it is stunning nevertheless.
To the Icefields Parkway (in N America a parkway strangely enough is a road that goes through
parks, in this case Banff National Park). A quick stop at Bow Summit, and then the Colombia
Icefields. We stop to walk on the glacier. A massive bus designed for the job with person-high
wheels (one is in use in the Australian Alps) takes us – just – to a sloping plain
up to the glacier. Avoid blue ice or you’ll be in broken hip country: likely at
my age. Up to the glacier, gape,
and walk very gingerly back to the
bus. We see an Inukshuk there,
which the Inuits built in the shape
of a person as direction markers.
They soon became a symbol of hope and friendship to
reach people all over the world. We see many more
inukshuks in our travels both in Canada and Alaska.
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The Jasper Skywalk is next down the Parkway, which isn’t quite as scary as it was cracked up to
be, but it still has stunning views.
Jasper
By now we are in Jasper National Park and we head for the
Athabasca Falls, known for the large quantity of water falling
into the gorge rather than its height of the falls (23 metres
high, 18m. wide). Photographable from many angles.
On our way to Maligne Lake, called that because it was
thought to be so difficult in getting there it had a malign
spirit. We found it easy and on our way much wildlife. It is
long and narrow and our team of a Chinese woman with a broad Toronto accent who drove, and
a Chilean who had learned English for only a year, our amazingly fluent guide. The destination
halfway up the Lake was Spirit Island, much photographed.
A pity it was overcast most of the time. Canoeists on the
shore. Then to Maligne Canyon, where the dramatic canyon
is offset by a peaceful parklike forest, a woodpecker’s job on
a pine tree, and a midden of pine nut husks created by
squirrels gnawing away the husks and storing the pine nuts
over many years.
Mt Robson the highest peak in the Canadian Rockies at 3,954 m. (Mt Elbert in Colorado at 4401
m. is the highest in the total Rocky Mountain Range).
We are greeted by four stuffed once-bears at Jasper Park Lodge but I’d
prefer this picture of a real bear we saw in Jasper National Park. Our cabins
are distributed in the very large park and golf course at the Lodge. We had
only one night in Jasper so we only took some photos around the lodge and
the diverted river.
Parked outside was a mid20s McLaughlin-Buick. McLaughlin cars were made
in Canada from 1907, and bought out by General Motors in 1923. The
McLaughlin-Buick became the GM manufacturer in Canada. They were top
of the range, specialising in high quality bodies. In 1936 the Prince of Wales
bought one, a higher quality of body than the ones he was used to.
Vernon.
Next day we descend rapidly from Jasper back into BC and the fertile Okanagan Valley. A very
pleasant lunch stop at Dutch Lake in Clearwater which in summer is a magnet for sun deprived
Canadians.
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Then to Sparkling Hill Resort owed by Gernot Langes-Swarovski,
an extremely rich Austrian, former head of Swarovski crystal
company, who specialises in expensive crystals. He built this
extravagant wellness spa in Kelowna BC to offer treatments to
restore the vital balance between body and mind. His treatments
include naturopathy, homeopathy, acupuncture, Chinese herbal
medicine, botanical medicine and the Cryo
Cold Chamber. And we are to spend a night here. On entering our rooms, a
bed and sitting room, we uttered a loud Wow! Everything was built to
impress. We wowed until we tried to find somewhere to stow our two
suitcases – finally, beside the unnecessary bath by the window – and on
going to bed how to switch off all the lights, a dozen of them. Manually, one
by one.
The blurb said “Sparkling Hills Resort has subtly incorporated 3.5 million Swarovski crystals

throughout the property”. I don’t doubt the number but I would question the word “subtly”. One
ceiling was covered with ornamental crystals shaped into a patriotic Canadian maple leaf.
There were many quackish wellness machines. Take the Cry Cold Chamber. You sit in three
increasingly cold rooms the last at -110 °C. You stay in the third chamber for a total of 3 minutes.
The cold is quite bearable due to the almost 0% humidity. So they said. Your blood vessels quickly
build a protection zone while the core body
temperature is maintained. I use the second person
here because my body remained at room
temperature, outside the Cryo chamber. I did walk
several times knee-deep in very cold then very hot
water to increase circulation but without any after
effects that I could notice, apart from having cold,
then hot, legs. But there was an after effect after
sitting in a hot spa with my back to a very hot and
forceful jet, the after effect being an itchy rash on my back for a couple of days. The walk around
the resort did more for my wellness than being blasted by jets of chlorinated water.
The Sparkling Hill experience drew two opposite responses. One was what a marvelous place and
why didn’t we stay longer? The other was why did we waste a night in a monument to the
Swarosvski ego when time was tight? My vote was with the latter: I’d have preferred an extra
night in Lake Louise.
There were great views over Lake Okanagan, which is also home to some of Canada’s best wines.
We visit Grey Monk winery and vote their pinot gris their best. I’ve drunk Lake Okanagan merlots
that equal our best ones.
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Whistler
We had visited Whistler previously in the 90s. It was a winter ski resort
and during the summer was quiet, the main activity riding the cable car
to the top of Mt Whistler, so-called because of the marmots around, like
the one we saw near Malign Canyon, but neither then or now did we see
marmots at Whistler.
Since our visit in the 90s, Whistler had hosted the 2010 winter Olympics and later
in 2015, rendering the place unrecognizable, touristy, tacky even. It seemed that
the town had been rebuilt on a podium almost away from the main roads, with
lots of shops specializing in different sports equipment, the open spaces
crowded with bikers, skaters, and just people. Here is a man with an artificial
limb teaching a child to jump using his skateboard.
The big drawcards are the cable cars: to
Mt Whistler, then across the valley floor to Mt Blackcomb,
the latter making it the highest cable car in the world at
436m above the valley floor. At Mt Whistler we come
across a walkway across two peaks, crowds, an Inukshuk,
helicopters and all the tourist gear.
Before we leave we have a breakfast at the Squamish
L’ilwat Cultural Centre. They had displays of First Nation
culture: clothing, canoes, sacred bears and goats in
ceremonial dress, and songs.
Victoria
We flew by seaplane (floatplane to N Americans) from Whistler to Victoria the capital of BC on
Vancouver Island. I had been in Victoria twice previously (see On
Motorcycles but not on Whales) and had been impressed. No
wonder: it has twice been voted “The best city in the Americas”. And
no wonder too that real estate in Victoria is very expensive. Although
much larger at 500,000 than when I saw it in the 1990s it still retains
its charm, despite luxury high rises flanking the harbourside where
once were unspoiled bays and inlets (as in the picture). Like Whistler
one is tempted to say that Victoria too is much Americanised but in
English speaking countries the passing of the years has seen a sort of
cultural ecocide that is confused with “progress”. Here in Australia
dogs are pooches, lorries are trucks, wirelesses are radios,
newspaper headlines are irritatingly corny puns, thank you Rupert
Murdoch, grotesquely Americanised Australian that you are.
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But back to Victoria, a much more pleasant subject. We touch down at the Harbour seaport, have
a terrific seafood chowder and explore the
waterfront, with performance artists including a
phony Scotsman who Houdini-like is wrapped in
chains and locked; he shakes himself out of it
within a minute to cheers and money from the
crowd. We walk the streets, attracted by an
ornamental gate into Chinatown but apart from a
couple of alleyways and shops that’s about it for
Chinatown. From our hotel room we see the
Harbour lit up at night A horse drawn phaeton
takes us behind the Government and some historic houses.
We breakfast at Butchart Gardens, which were established in 1904 and planted so that the flower
display is brilliant around the year. The famous fountain is programmes to rhythmically changing
jets (as below).
On the way back to Vancouver on the magnificent ferry, we pass
two islands in the Juan de Fuca Strait. Both have exclusive houses
hidden amongst the rocks and trees. This is very expensive real
estate and very private. And then we catch the ferry back to
Vancouver for the next stage of the trip: the fjords of Alaska.

